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We consider the question as to whether or not the hypothesis that

(1) lim (f(t + s) - f(t)) = \s
t—»W

for all s implies the conclusion that

(2) lim — = X
!->«       t

in the presence of appropriate auxiliary hypotheses. We show that the

result is not valid without some additional hypothesis; and that either

measurability of / or boundedness of/ on an appropriate set of inter-

vals is adequate.

In the presence of auxiliary hypotheses, the requirement that (1)

hold for all s is apt to be unnecessarily strong. Theorem 1 covers a

situation in which (1) is assumed for some nonzero s; while Theorems

2 and 3 cover situations, by reduction to Theorem 1, in which (1) is

assumed for a more plentiful set but in which weaker side conditions

are assumed.

Functions satisfying (1) arise in renewal theory [l]. In such cases,

the functions usually satisfy stronger additional conditions than any

we consider here, and (2) may often be obtained from such condi-

tions instead of (1).

In what follows we assume that/ is a real-valued function defined

on a set containing a right ray and X is a real number. It is clear that

if (1) holds for 5 in some set 5, then (1) holds for s in the additive sub-

group of the real numbers generated by S; and we shall only consider

such subgroups in our hypotheses.

Theorem 1. Let f be bounded on the finite subintervals of some right

ray, and let (1) hold for s in the subgroup S, where S^{o}. Then (2)

holds.

Proof. Let e be positive. Take s as a positive element of S. Then

there exists a positive h such that
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(3) I/(' + *) -f(t)-Xs\   <e, (t^ti).

We further restrict h so that / is bounded on finite subintervals of

[ii, °°). With brackets denoting integral part, we have

t= [(t~ h)/s]s + r,

where rE [h, h+s). Let M be a bound for |/| on [ti, h+s).

Then, for t^h, using (3) and the fact that rèfi,

/

[((-d)/«] [«-<i)/»j

£   (f(ns + r)- f((n - \)s + r)) + f(r) -     £    Xs - Xr
n-l n—1

t

l(i-il)/>]

Z   (fins +r)- f((n - l)s + r) - Xs) +f(r) - Xr
n-l

/

I«-«)/«]

S    \f((n-l)s + r + s)-f((n-l)s + r)-Xs\+ \f(r)\+ \\\r

t

^ [(i - ti)/s]e + M +  | X j (h + s) ^   e        M+ \x\(li + s)

t ~  s t

Hence

lim sup
f(t) -X

Since e was an arbitrary positive number, (2) holds.

Theorem 2. Letf be such that, given h, there exists a finite closed inter-

val contained in [ti, °=) on which f is bounded. Let (1) hold for s in the

nondiscrete subgroup S. Then f is bounded on the finite intervals of some

right ray, and (2) holds.

Proof. Let si be a positive element of S. Choose h so that

\f(t+si)—f(t)—Xsi\ <1 for tiih. Choose a finite closed interval Ii

contained in [h, ») on which / is bounded. Then / is also bounded

on every translation of 7i by a positive integral multiple of St.

Since 5 is a nondiscrete group, we can choose s2 in 5 such that s2

is positive and not greater than the length of Ti. Choose t2 so that
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\f(t+s2)—f(t)—}\s2\ <1 for t^t2. Let I2 be a translation of Ji by a

positive integral multiple of si such that I2E[h, °°). Then/is bounded

on every translation of I2 by a non-negative integral multiple of s2.

However, since s2 is not greater than the length of I2; such transla-

tions cover some right ray, and/is bounded on the finite subintervals

of this ray. Since S is not discrete, S¿¿ {o} ; and, by Theorem 1, (2)

holds.
Before proving Theorem 3, which considers the case that / is

measurable, we prove several lemmas. In the proofs, in connection

with words such as "measurability," "measure," and so forth, the

related measure will be obvious.

Lemma. Let v be Lebesgue outer measure for the real plane, let A be

a set such that y(yl)>0, and let a be less than 1. Then, for specified

rectangular axes, there exists a square W with sides parallel to the axes

such that v(A(~\W) >av(W).

Proof. With simple modifications the proof of [3, Theorem A,

p. 68] carries through.

Lemma. // p is Lebesgue outer measure for the real line, A and B are

sets of real numbers not of p-measure zero, and a < 1 ; then there exist

intervals U and V of equal length such that p(ACMJ)>ap(U) and

p(Br\V)>ap(V).

Proof. Let v be Lebesgue outer measure for the real plane. Then

v(AXB)=p(A)p(B)>0. (Confer [3, p. 150, (9)]). Hence, by the
above lemma, there exists a square W, which can be considered to

be UX V where U and V are intervals of equal length, such that

v((A X B)r\W) > av(W) = ap(U)p(V).

Then

ap(U)p(V) < v((A X B)C\W) = v((A r\U)X(BC\ V))

^ v((a r\ u) x v) = p(a r\ u)p(v),

and p(AiMJ)>ap(U). Similarly p(Bi\V)>p(V).

Lemma. Let p be Lebesgue outer measure for the real line. Let A and

B be sets of real numbers, such that A is p-measurable and neither set has

p-measure zero. Then the set {a — b\aEA, bEB] contains an interval.

Proof. Once the last lemma is established, the proof follows closely

a proof for the case that B=A.

Choose U and V as in the last lemma for a = 3/4. Let Mo and vo be

the midpoints of U and V, respectively, and let l = p(U) =p(V) >0.
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Consider the set ((AÍMJ) ®v0)\J((Br\V) ®(u0+x)) where |x|

<l/2. (C®D = {r\cEC, dED, r = c+d}, and similarly for other such

notations). It is readily verified that this set is contained in the inter-

val, [u0+v0 — l/2 + min(0, x), Uo+Vo + l/2 + max(0, x)], which has

length (2+|x|). Now p((AC\U) ®v0) and p((BC\V) ®(u0+x)) are

greater than (3/4)/, and (ACMJ) ®v0 is measurable; so that if the

sets were disjoint, the measure of the union would be greater than

(3/2)1, and therefore greater than (¿+|a;| ). To avoid this contradic-

tion we must have that the two sets intersect, so there exist a in A

and b in B such that

a + vo = b + uo + x,

a — b — Uo — iio + x.

Thus    the   set    {a — b\a E A,    b E B}    contains    the    interval

(uq — Vo — 1/2, Uo — Vo+l/2).

Theorem 3. Let p be Lebesgue outer measure for the real line. Letf be

such that, given ti, there exists a p-mea sur able subset of positive p-measure

contained in [h, =°) on which f is p-measurable. Let (1) hold for s in a

subgroup S with p(S) >0. Then, given h, there exists a finite closed inter-

val contained in [h, <&) on which f is bounded, and (2) holds.

Proof. Let S'={<?|seS, 0<s<l}. Of course p(S')>0. For n a

positive integer, let S„={s|sGS', t^n^\f(t+s) -f(t) -Xs\ <1}.

Now S' = U„°=1 Sn, so p(S') ^ *%2ñ=ip(Sn). Hence, we can take n so that

p(Sn)>0.

Now, given h^n, let 4o be a measurable set of positive measure

contained in [h, °°) on which /is measurable. For m a positive integer

the set Am, Am= {t\tEAo, \f(t)\ Um}, is measurable and/ is bounded

on it. Moreover, ^40 = U^,1^4m, so some Am has positive measure.

Hence there is a measurable set A, of positive measure and contained

in [h, oo ), on which/is bounded. Furthermore, A ®S„E[h, °°), and

A ®Sn = AO(OSn). Thus A ®Sn contains an interval by the last

lemma. Finally, for t in A and 5 in S„, we have f(t), s, and

\f(t+s) —f(t) —Xs\ bounded. Hence f(t+s) is bounded for t in A and

s in Sn, and/ is bounded on an interval contained in [ii, °o).

Since 5 has positive measure, it is nondenumerable and, therefore,

nondiscrete. By Theorem 2, (2) holds.

We close with an example showing that some additional hypothesis

is necessary to insure that the assumption of (1) for all s implies (2).

Theorem 4. There exists a function such that (1) holds for all s and

(2) does not hold.
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Proof. Let L be a real-valued additive function on the real num-

bers other than multiplication by a real number [2, Chapter III,

§9, pp. 116-117].
Let / be defined by

f(t) = (t + | L(t) | y», (i ^ i).

Now, for / and t + s greater than 1,

1/0 + 5) -f(t)\ = | (/ + *+ \L(t + s)\y2-(t+ \L(t)\y>2\

\s+ \L(t + s)\   -  I L(t) j  1

~ (t + s+ \L(t + s)\ y2 + (t + I L(l) | V'2

_ 1 J +  | L(t) + ¿(j) |   -  ] L(t) 1  |

~ (I + s + \L(t + s)\ yi2 + (t + I L(t) | )"2

^\s\ +\L(s)\

(0l/2

Hence limi<00 |/(/ + s)-/(t)| =0-s for all 5.

However, L(i) is unbounded in every interval, [2, pp. 116-117]; so

f(t)/t must be unbounded in every interval. Thus/(i)// does not have

limit zero as t—>», and (2) does not hold.
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